00:00:10,009 --> 00:00:25,669
163 6685 977 85 mile

00:00:26,980 --> 00:00:30,778
70 a less than 10 degrees

00:00:31,699 --> 00:00:35,649
two balls

00:00:42,009 --> 00:00:45,088
pacific year

00:00:50,149 --> 00:00:56,989
that's good that one long yeah that's

00:00:52,579 --> 00:00:58,820
good all right wrist roll is next to be

00:00:56,990 --> 00:01:00,600
40 degree maneuver in the negative

00:01:00,600 --> 00:01:08,390
chris roll going to minus 100 manicures

00:01:08,420 --> 00:01:16,560
my name is sickening right now it's

00:01:11,099 --> 00:01:19,199
taking like a stone is 100.7 yes go

00:01:16,560 --> 00:01:22,990
swinging in tortoise eventually across

00:01:19,200 --> 00:01:26,310
and camera Delta that yoga
00:01:22,989 --> 00:01:26,309
these are good music

00:01:26,989 --> 00:01:30,519
all right all right

00:01:32,480 --> 00:01:37,719
62 minus 147 going negative hooker

00:01:38,560 --> 00:01:42,560
okay it's going in the career

00:01:40,409 --> 00:01:45,950
correction

00:01:42,560 --> 00:01:48,120
I've got minus 64

00:01:45,950 --> 00:01:50,370
right towards the camera

00:01:48,120 --> 00:01:53,210
and

00:01:50,370 --> 00:01:53,210
ok

00:01:56,719 --> 00:02:00,969
okay we're at minus 77

00:02:01,750 --> 00:02:08,009
o minus eighty three all right you got a

00:02:12,449 --> 00:02:18,719
190 and two and three

00:04:51,540 --> 00:04:55,819
there we got about four to five minutes

00:04:53,670 --> 00:04:55,819
left
in the water stops in the way and having

that window just helps a million million times for doing bollocks and their planes they say a peak is worth the fall in cross-section that means far better to look out the window than it is to watch your instruments hill it's the same thing with robotics when you look out the window it makes life a lot easier that'd be fine Terry we really are enjoying this if you want to fast forward that's fine you get the rest later sounds a good plan